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Abstract 
In this article I draw on the concept of anticipation to examine Finnish news 
discourse on the development, licensing and administration of COVID-19 
vaccines. I explore the interplay of anticipation of vaccine-induced immunity 
and vaccine safety concerns, and trace how ideas of protection and risk 
were invoked in relation to specific vaccine technologies as well as different 
accounts of biomedical pasts, including cases of narcolepsy associated with 
one of the 2009 H1N1 influenza vaccines. I demonstrate that anticipation 
around vaccine development during a public health emergency operates 
through a series of small shifts and twists that magnify affects around novel 
vaccines in news media discourse. I argue that even a slight shift in the 
biomedical knowledge about immunity or in the historical framing of specific 
vaccine technologies may significantly reshape vaccine-induced immunity 
as an object of anticipation. 
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Introduction 
Concerns over vaccine hesitancy have made the introduction of new vaccines a 
precarious task. Researchers have documented how claims challenging vaccines 
are articulated through social media and online sites (Lindén 2020; Smith and 
Graham 2019) and how vaccine hesitancy draws on distrust in public institutions 
and local histories of health concerns (Feldman-Savelsberg, Ndonko, and 
Schmidt-Ehry 2000; Stöckl and Smajdor 2017). Researchers have also shown how 
personal perceptions of immunity shape vaccine hesitancy, including ideas of how 
a particular vaccine will affect a particular body (Gottlieb 2018; Reich 2016). These 
findings suggest that when a new vaccine enters public discussion, expectations 
around it take shape in relation to past and existing vaccines as well as local health 
debates. 

This article explores the shifts in anticipation around vaccine-induced immunity and 
vaccine safety in the Finnish news coverage of the development and roll-out of 
COVID-19 vaccines during 2020 and early 2021. I start with the premise that 
questions of immunity and vaccine safety are mutually entangled in public 
discourse. Vaccine-induced immunity and vaccine safety are conceptualised in 
relation to the perceived seriousness of illness. The possibility of a rare vaccine 
injury may be more likely to be accepted if infection comes with considerable risks 
(Gottlieb 2018; Reich 2016). If the vaccine is perceived as providing only partial or 
short-lasting immunity, vaccine safety concerns are often heightened in public 
debate (e.g., Dehner 2012, 174–92). What is considered a sufficient level of 
vaccine safety in public discourse, then, is entangled with both the strength of 
vaccine-induced immunity and the risks posed by infection. The exact nature of 
the vaccine-induced immunity being pursued, in turn, constitutes an evolving 
object during vaccine development. The necessarily limited knowledge available 
during clinical trials highlights the blurriness of safety and immunity as objects of 
anticipation. Known histories of vaccine trials gone awry and circulating rumours 
of hasty clinical trials further shape the degree of cultural acceptance of novel 
vaccines (Conis 2015). Likewise, local concerns about the exploitation of 
historically vulnerable populations in biomedical research inform communal 
responses to safety and efficacy concerns raised during vaccine trials (James and 
Lees 2022; Thiongane 2021). 

Drawing on cultural studies, science and technology studies (STS), and medical 
anthropology scholarship, I trace how ideas of vaccine-induced immunity and 
vaccine safety were conceptualised in relation to one another in the Finnish news 
media in the months leading to the launch of the first COVID-19 vaccination 
campaigns. This focus on anticipation of vaccine-induced immunity contributes to 
the growing social science literature on immunity, which has highlighted our 
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interconnectedness and embeddedness in environments and the complex ways in 
which people conceptualise immunity (e.g., Brown 2019; Diehl 2013; Lorimer 
2019; Martin 1994). I examine how affects such as hopes and concerns around 
immunity in news discourse arise from particular constructions of biotechnological 
pasts and how they change in relation to evolving ideas of risk. 

The analysis centres on two COVID vaccines: the mRNA vaccine developed by 
Pfizer and BioNTech (henceforth ‘Pfizer vaccine’) and the adenovirus vector 
vaccine developed by AstraZeneca and Oxford University (henceforth 
‘AstraZeneca vaccine’). The Pfizer vaccine is the first mRNA COVID vaccine and 
AstraZeneca vaccine the first adenovirus COVID vaccine approved in Europe. The 
analysis shows that their distinct technologies became embedded in affectively 
charged discourses that attached hopes and fears to different levels of protection 
and safety. Crucially, the anticipated successes and failures of these vaccines 
cannot be understood simply through a biomedical model of risk and efficacy but 
require a cultural analysis of each vaccine as an affectively charged object. 

Social science research on COVID vaccines 
A growing social science literature has emerged on the cultural reception of COVID 
vaccines in different national contexts. In an interview-based study conducted in 
Germany before the launch of the vaccination programme, Fiske and colleagues 
(2022) document considerable nuances in how people evaluated the pros and 
cons of a novel vaccine in relation to an evolving horizon of publicly discussed 
safety and efficacy concerns. Other analyses drawing on interviews and qualitative 
research methods have shown how expectations about COVID vaccines are 
articulated in relation to local histories and political situations. Such studies include, 
for example, Azak and Wigen’s (2022) exploration of COVID vaccine refusal as a 
means of protesting the authoritarian state in Turkey, Gabay and Tarabieh’s (2022) 
account of vaccination intentions among a religious group in Israel, and Lockyer 
and colleagues’ (2021) analysis of vaccine expectations in an urban context in the 
United Kingdom. 

Two recent articles are particularly relevant for my analysis. Through a close 
analysis of a small set of news texts, Harrison, Lancaster and Rhodes (2022) 
identify two ways in which specific configurations of time are turned into evidence 
of COVID vaccine safety. First, the beginnings of mRNA vaccine technologies are 
located several decades prior to the COVID vaccine development in some news 
articles, which extends the timescale of vaccine development and testing from 
months to decades (Ibid.). Second, a distinction is enacted between the perceived 
slowness of the administrative timescale of traditional vaccine development and 
what is presented as the actual time needed for vaccine development, a framing 
that suggests that, with their massive influx of funding and expediated 
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bureaucracy, COVID vaccines reflect the real time required for vaccine 
development (Ibid.). While I share Harrison, Lancaster and Rhodes’ interest in the 
connection between safety arguments and time, I trace shifts through a larger 
dataset, explore the connection between vaccine safety and vaccine-induced 
immunity, and highlight the ambiguous effects of different enactments of time on 
ideas of safety. 

My analysis also resonates with Lasco’s (2022) exploration of COVID antibody 
testing in the Philippines, which shows how antibody testing became a personal 
means of evaluating whether one would benefit from a COVID vaccine or whether 
the vaccine worked. The boundary between antibodies as quantified through tests 
and antibodies as embodied and felt becomes blurry when Lasco’s interlocutors 
evaluate their personal protection. While I focus on news discourses, a similar 
blurriness across antibodies and immunity is invoked in my data. 

In what follows, I turn the attention to the connections between ideas of vaccine-
induced immunity and vaccine safety in news discourse. Several scholars have 
argued that media stories can shape people’s ideas of vaccine safety. Writing 
about the unsubstantiated connection between the measles, mumps and rubella 
(MMR) vaccine and autism, Conis suggests that an important reason for the 
persistence of the claim was ‘that the media didn’t let go of the story’ and notes 
that ‘scholars have shown that public concern about a risk increases as news 
coverage of the risk increases – no matter how small, or unproven, that risk may 
be’ (2015, 213). Likewise, Boyce (2007) demonstrates that the British media 
played a significant role in keeping the autism-MMR story alive, with a subsequent 
decline in vaccination rates. Furthermore, Harrison, Lancaster and Rhodes (2022) 
note that the COVID-19 pandemic has placed the media in an important position 
in interpreting and communicating uncertainties around health risks. Thus, while 
the broader cultural discourses that engender anticipation are beyond the scope 
of my analysis, the news discourses I analyse are an important part of the larger 
societal reception of a novel vaccine. 

I approach the news discourses through a specific national context: Finland. 
Finland makes an interesting case study as it has a traditionally high vaccine 
coverage and relatively strong trust in public health institutions (Nurmi and Harman 
2022). Cultural attitudes toward vaccines before the COVID-19 pandemic were 
generally favourable and anti-vaccine movements have been less prominent than 
in many European countries (European Union 2019). At the same time, Finland 
was one of the countries affected by cases of narcolepsy among children and 
adolescents associated with the vaccine Pandemrix, developed in response to the 
2009 H1N1 swine flu pandemic outbreak (Nurmi and Harman 2022; Oikkonen 
2022). Altogether, over 200 people in Finland have received compensation in 
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connection to the Pandemrix vaccine through a national medical injury 
compensation system. The launch of COVID vaccination programmes took place 
against this recent history of vaccine safety concerns. 

Analytical framework 
The article focuses on how news discourses engender a sense of anticipation, 
working from the premise that anticipation is historically layered and situated. As 
cultural objects, new vaccines are imagined in relation to how past debates about 
vaccine safety or efficacy are remembered (Conis 2015; Dehner 2012). At the 
same time, when a new vaccine is debated in public, there is often initially 
considerable flux in how it is framed and received (Conis 2015). My analysis traces 
how the news discourses around COVID vaccines produced a sense of 
anticipation by invoking the perceived past successes and failures of vaccine 
science as well as by foregrounding perceived sudden shifts of direction and 
changes of speed around the new technologies. 

One key feature in the development of COVID vaccines has been the presence of 
multiple vaccine candidates. I approach these vaccine projects as distinct 
technologies. This allows me to highlight how ideas of safety and immunity were 
associated differently with specific technological choices and how clinical trial 
results affected where safety and immunity were expected to be pinned. This focus 
makes visible a comparative aspect that, I argue, is central to how anticipation of 
COVID vaccines operated in the Finnish news media. I examine how the vaccines 
were conceptualised in relation to one another, and how this relationality made 
safety and immunity appear as matters of degree, establishing a hierarchy 
between the vaccines. 

A rich research literature across sociology, anthropology and STS exists on the 
dynamics of anticipation and expectation around biomedicine and biotechnologies. 
Scholars working in these fields have shown, for example, that expectations are 
performative, in that they shape biomedical innovation and legitimise research 
practices (Borup et al. 2006; Flear 2021; Tarkkala, Helén, and Snell 2019), and 
that expectations both persist and change over time (Borup et al. 2006; Brown and 
Michael 2003; Tarkkala, Helén, and Snell 2019). Likewise, scholars have traced 
the intensification of anticipation around developments in biomedicine and 
biotechnology (Adams, Murphy, and Clarke 2009; Blue, Davidson, and Myles 
2022; Dolez, Granjou, and Louvel 2019; Montgomery 2017). Expectation and 
anticipation are overlapping concepts, and they have multiple definitions in the 
literature, described in some contexts as parallel but differently invested 
orientations towards the future (e.g., Bryant and Knight 2019) and in other contexts 
as mutually entangled (e.g., Blue, Davidson, and Myles 2022). 
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In a considerable part of the literature, anticipation is understood to foreground the 
affective dimensions of future orientation. For this reason, I use ‘anticipation’ as 
my central analytical concept. Focusing on anticipation allows me to highlight how 
the news discourses around COVID vaccines invoke affects such as hopes, fears 
and doubts about what vaccines can do that extend beyond the logic of expecting 
a particular (desired or undesired) sociotechnical outcome. I suggest that tracing 
this interplay of affects is crucial for understanding the context-specific 
circumstances in which a novel vaccine becomes accepted or doubted. Identifying 
underlying affects such as excitement or resentment in media discourses on 
COVID vaccines makes visible tensions that may be felt rather than articulated. 
Yet, whether experienced on a collective or personal level—often on both—
anticipation is characterised by a sense of direction, of temporal movement about 
to happen. 

My approach to anticipation draws especially on two sources, which both theorise 
the entanglement of affect and future orientation. First, Bryant and Knight’s The 
Anthropology of the Future (2019), based on ethnographic work on conflict and 
displacement in the Eastern Mediterranean, provides a theorisation of anticipation 
that is also useful in the analysis of an unfolding biomedical emergency such as 
the COVID-19 pandemic. They describe anticipation as an orientation that 
engenders a palpable sense of the future pushing into the present. The future is 
‘viscerally present in the act of anticipation’ while the present emerges as liminal, 
as if we were at a ‘threshold’ (Bryant and Knight 2019, 35). The perceived distance 
between the present and the future shrinks and expands depending on the sensed 
presence or absence of an impending crisis. Within this framework, anticipation 
‘works to relieve the anxiety of uncertainty’ as it provides ‘a collective way of 
stepping into the future, of trying to transform one’s own future or the future of the 
collective before it occurs’ (Idem, 43). At the same time, as has been noted by 
several scholars, that the future does not constitute a pre-existing endpoint (Ringel 
2016), nor is future-oriented time monolithic, but rather, it is produced through 
tensions between situated arrangements of time (Bear 2014). 

Second, I draw on Adams, Murphy and Clarke’s (2009) theorisation of how 
anticipation around biomedicine invokes ideas of time as well as a range of affects 
from hope to worry. They note that potential infectious disease emergencies 
constitute one site at which anticipation intensifies (Idem, 252). Working at the 
intersection of STS and medical anthropology, they propose five modes of 
anticipation. Injunction refers to how anticipation of a future becomes ‘a moral 
imperative’ that requires us to demonstrate ‘a will to anticipate’ in order to be 
responsible actors (Idem, 254). Abduction refers to how the future is perceived to 
extend to the past and the present while drawing on simulations and modelling as 
tools of anticipation (Idem, 255). Optimisation refers to the mobilisation of ‘the 
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innermost regions of the body, the outermost regions of the globe, the earliest or 
latest moments of life, the largest and smallest of measurable things’ to their full 
potential while simultaneously curtailed by its own perfectionism, as crucial acts 
may be ‘delayed in the name of optimization’ (Idem, 256–57). Preparation refers 
to the sense that we need to prepare for (rather than seek to prevent) a future, 
treating ‘the event and the trauma as if it were already here’ (Idem, 257). Finally, 
possibility refers to how things that seemed previously impossible emerge as sites 
for ‘ratcheting up’ technological innovation or new economic dynamics (Idem, 258). 

While anticipation around COVID vaccines takes place amidst a public health crisis 
rather than in preparation for a future pandemic, it feels familiar because it fits so 
well within the anticipatory logic that Bryant and Knight (2019) and Adams, Murphy 
and Clarke (2009) describe. The sense of already living in a crisis highlights the 
feeling that we are on what Bryant and Knight describe as the ‘threshold’ that 
pushes us inevitably to a potentially unknowable future (Bryant and Knight 2019; 
see also Oikkonen 2021). My data also includes recurring instances that resonate 
with the modes of anticipation identified by Adams, Murphy and Clarke (2009). 
Many news texts invoke the sense that there is a collective responsibility to 
develop vaccines and that a responsible citizen is willing to trust public vaccination 
programmes. Likewise, past vaccine development successes and failures as well 
as simulations and scenarios of vaccine-induced immunity are invoked to imagine 
certain courses of action as best ways of securing a future. Discussions of what 
counts as a satisfactory or ideal vaccine reflect debates about mobilising the 
potential of human bodies for new biotechnological, societal and economic goals. 
The fact that the pandemic is already happening reinforces the sense of urgency 
around vaccine development and vaccination campaigns. 

Tracing anticipation across the news discourse in the Finnish media, I argue that 
anticipation around vaccine development during a public health emergency 
operates through a series of small shifts and twists that magnify affects such as 
hopes, fears, excitement and disappointment around the novel vaccines. I show 
that even a slight shift in the evolving biomedical knowledge about the length or 
strength of vaccine-induced immunity or the risk of adverse effects may 
significantly reshape the sense of anticipation produced in news discourse. 
Likewise, a small shift in the framing of a vaccine candidate as part of a history of 
vaccine research can make the distance between the present and the future shrink 
and expand abruptly. 

Materials 
The article analyses widely read news sites in Finland, including both major daily 
newspapers and the main tabloids. While different types of journalistic texts utilise 
different discursive strategies, news stories in widely read news media tend to 
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employ ways of framing that are familiar and easily recognisable to most readers 
(Wald 2000; Wilcox 2003). The data consists of two sets of texts. The first set 
covers the pre-vaccine period from the beginning of the pandemic up until mid-
September 2020, before concrete plans for vaccination programmes were 
announced. The data represents the stage when anticipation was not yet closely 
tied to specific vaccines. The second dataset covers the period from October 2020, 
when the first vaccines entered a review process at the European Medicines 
Agency (EMA), until mid-March 2021. In order to focus on ideas of immunity 
connected to vaccine development, licensing and rollout, texts published after mid-
March 2021 have not been included in this article. While I trace shifts and turns in 
the framing of COVID vaccines, my intention is not to constitute a linear trajectory 
of progress. Instead, I highlight how different present moments, characterised by 
different conjoiners of material circumstances and knowledges of immunity and 
risk, enable different ways of mobilising a sense of anticipation and different ways 
of imagining connections between pasts, presents and futures. 

The first dataset includes a broad range of news media and magazines available 
online: Helsingin Sanomat, Ilta-Sanomat, Iltalehti, Kauppalehti, Suomen Kuvalehti, 
Uusi Suomi, Turun Sanomat, Keskisuomalainen, Kaleva, Lapin Kansa, Savon 
Sanomat, MTV news site, and the website of the national public broadcasting 
company YLE. Many of these sources published only a handful of texts on the 
prospect of developing COVID vaccines. After eliminating duplicates and texts 
mentioning vaccines in passing, the remaining dataset consists of 305 news 
articles. While these include several detailed feature articles on vaccine 
development, there are also many short reports on the latest announcements by 
vaccine developers or governmental or regulatory bodies, or on news published in 
English language media. 

For the October 2020–March 2021 dataset, I focused on three news sites: YLE 
(Finnish public broadcasting company) website, Helsingin Sanomat (the biggest 
daily newspaper) and Ilta-Sanomat (the biggest tabloid). Amidst rapidly growing 
news coverage on COVID vaccines, this narrower focus allowed identifying 
patterns and gaps over time. This second dataset includes 92 articles. These 
articles are generally longer and more detailed than many of the texts in the first 
dataset. Altogether, the two datasets include 397 news articles or news 
commentaries. 

The analysis is divided roughly chronologically into four sections, as this helps 
trace how anticipation around ideas of immunity and vaccine safety are invoked at 
different moments. The first two sections explore the ways in which anticipation 
was managed between the beginning of the pandemic and the first Phase 3 clinical 
trials in the early autumn 2020. The last two analysis sections trace shifts and turns 
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in the sense of anticipation produced in news discourse as vaccination 
programmes were launched at the end of 2020 and immunity and safety became 
pinned to concrete material processes in soon-to-be vaccinated bodies. 

Anchoring the future in a biomedical past 
Public discussion on the prospect of COVID vaccines was characterised by an 
ambivalent sense of anticipation in the news stories between January and 
September 2020: waiting for something that could end the pandemic but that might 
never happen. This interplay of possibility and impossibility was addressed by 
positing the future as anchored in the past and present (Adams, Murphy, and 
Clarke 2009). News texts addressed uncertainties by situating COVID vaccines 
within a history of vaccine research as well as biomedicine more generally. Multiple 
temporal trajectories were enacted in the texts, showing that what version of the 
past is invoked shapes how the future is envisioned. Many news stories highlighted 
past successes (or near successes) in vaccine research with the implication that 
COVID vaccines carried that same potentiality. For example, the development of 
Ebola, SARS and Zika virus vaccine candidates is cited in several texts as 
evidence that it is possible to develop a vaccine with considerable speed (Palonen 
2020; Puttonen 2020b; Vanhalakka 2020). Hopes were also engendered through 
repeated mentions of how COVID vaccine projects relied on years of non-vaccine-
related biomedical research. For example, an article discussing a Finnish virus 
vector laboratory describes how ‘the carefully monitored, standardised and 
confined production lines have been developed for the production of a cancer 
medicine, but the same method can be also used to produce Covid vaccine’ 
(Juonala 2020c). As in Harrison, Lancaster and Rhodes’ (2022) study, this framing 
extends the perceived timescale of COVID vaccine development, reinforcing a 
sense of safety. 

While these invocations of past biomedical achievements encouraged seeing the 
prospective development of COVID vaccines as an area where the potentialities 
of the human body could be harnessed for biotechnological innovation (Adams, 
Murphy, and Clarke 2009), there was little public discussion of what success would 
mean in practice: what level or duration of immunity could be achieved through a 
vaccine. Instead, the news stories focused on anticipation of immunity as a means 
that might abridge the perceived gap between the seemingly all-encompassing 
pandemic present and an uncertain and unknowable post-pandemic future.  

Hopes were juxtaposed by more pessimistic invocations of different biomedical 
pasts. Many news stories highlighted problems with previous vaccines, especially 
unexpected or suspected vaccine adverse effects, such as SARS, RSV and 
dengue vaccine candidates increasing rather than decreasing the severity of a 
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subsequent infection (Mattila 2020; Terävä 2020). For example, one article brings 
up the affective intensities involving excitement and disappointment around the 
dengue vaccine: ‘a lot of hope was placed on the dengue vaccine, but the adverse 
effects noticed in 2018 have limited the use of the vaccine meant for the serious 
fever illness’ (Mattila 2020). This framing challenges the assumption that immunity 
is an obvious outcome of vaccine development. Ambivalences around connections 
between past vaccine failures and future vaccines were particularly prominent 
when both optimistic and pessimistic visions were invoked simultaneously, as 
when AstraZeneca was reported to have promised the US government millions of 
vaccines as early as September 2020 while also promising to return swiftly to 
clinical research if the vaccine did not work (Heino 2020). That the past is invoked 
to engender both hopes and concerns about COVID vaccine development attests 
to the precariousness of when and how biological processes can be harnessed to 
promise a future grounded in biotechnological success. 

In the Finnish media discourse, one particular past event generated a sense of 
danger: cases of narcolepsy among children and adolescents after vaccination 
with the Pandemrix vaccine, rolled out in relation to the 2009 H1N1 swine flu 
pandemic. While in some other countries the connection between Pandemrix and 
narcolepsy is still debated or not considered of great importance, in Finland it has 
been generally accepted by health officials, and those affected have been eligible 
for compensations, as noted in a number of news articles (e.g., Hannula 2020; 
Mattila 2020). When starting this research, one of my goals was to understand 
whether the cultural memory of vaccine-associated narcolepsy structured the 
sense of anticipation around COVID vaccines in news discourse. 

In the news data, Pandemrix is mentioned repeatedly throughout 2020. Although 
the comment sections of online news articles were not included in my analysis, it 
is important to mention that Pandemrix was often evoked by commentators even 
when the article itself discussed adverse vaccine effects only generally. Most 
importantly, however, Pandemrix was mentioned by officials and experts 
interviewed in the news articles. These include public health officials from the 
Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare, which coordinates and monitors the 
national vaccination programme, the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, which 
purchases vaccines, as well as key clinician-researchers. These experts and 
officials are quoted explaining that the narcolepsy cases were so rare that they 
could be detected only after vaccinating a large population (Parviala 2020a; 
Paananen K. 2020). Likewise, experts and officials also highlight the importance 
of learning from Pandemrix in the news stories. A representative of the Ministry of 
Social Affairs and Health is quoted: ‘“We have had also bad experiences of 
vaccinating healthy people causing an unexpected adverse effect. We don’t want 
to see it again”’ (Parviala 2020a). Such invocations of past vaccine safety problems 
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by public experts or state actors constitutes an interesting contrast to many other 
countries, in which vaccine injury discourse is primarily invoked by anti-vaccine 
activists, vaccine-hesitant groups, and occasionally individual doctors not affiliated 
with public health institutions (e.g., Gottlieb 2018; Reich 2016). 

Invocations of Pandemrix served to pre-empt accusations that the state is not 
concerned with its citizens’ health by demonstrating that public health authorities 
have learned from past vaccine safety problems. This framing merges an 
invocation of past biomedical developments with the sense that it is the moral 
responsibility of a future-oriented society to develop vaccines (and, implicitly, the 
duty of its citizens to support this project by participating in vaccinations) (Adams, 
Murphy, and Clarke 2009). Yet, invocations of Pandemrix also engendered a 
sense of unease: what happened in 2009 could also happen with a COVID-19 
vaccine. This uncertainty is evident in an article that reports that some of the 
COVID vaccine candidates might utilise the adjuvant AS03 used in Pandemrix; it 
has been suggested that the adjuvant may have contributed to the onset of 
narcolepsy, alongside a person’s genetic predisposition and structural features of 
the vaccine’s viral material (Mikkonen 2020). The article includes comments from 
a Finnish sleep disorder specialist, who states that COVID vaccines are unlikely to 
lead to narcolepsy but other neurological conditions need to be considered when 
evaluating the safety of the adjuvant: ‘there are many other adverse effects that 
may occur. For example, chronic fatigue syndrome or other injuries to the central 
nervous system’ (Mikkonen 2020). This creates an ambivalent anticipatory 
dynamic in which the promise of a post-pandemic future is juxtaposed with a sense 
that the present may push us to a re-enacted past instead of providing a ‘threshold’ 
for a future (Bryant and Knight 2019). 

Invocations of possible vaccine adverse effects intensified the sense of uncertainty 
in news discourse around vaccine-induced immunity. As noted above, in the early 
months of COVID vaccine development, the ability of the prospective COVID 
vaccines to produce immunity was simply assumed, as when an article in one of 
the tabloids stated that ‘a vaccine would solve’ the impact of the pandemic on the 
economy and employment (Palomäki 2020). However, during the summer of 2020, 
the idea of vaccine-induced immunity emerged as increasingly complicated, 
making it, as a desired object of anticipation, unstable and possibly unknowable 
(e.g., Heikkilä 2020). For example, while the initial results of the first clinical trials 
are reported in terms of antibodies, it is mentioned that it is still unclear to what 
extent the level of antibodies correlates with immunity (Ahtela 2020; Joukanen 
2020; Tuomisto 2020). In contrast to Lasco’s (2022) analysis of how antibodies 
can become a personal means of claiming agency even without knowledge of the 
protection they provide, in the Finnish news discourse uncertainties about vaccine- 
or infection-related antibodies engendered concerns rather than hopes. 
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Likewise, news reports increasingly mentioned that different population groups—
especially the elderly and the young—were likely to have different immunological 
responses to different vaccine compounds, and different types of COVID vaccines 
might be needed for different groups (Autti and Myllykoski 2020; Manninen 2020; 
Vaittinen 2020). Meanwhile, concerns about the efficacy of each vaccine candidate 
were already being mentioned occasionally in the spring of 2020, as when the 
head of the Vaccine Research Centre at Tampere University is quoted as saying 
that a vaccine ‘comes with a wide range of shades of grey’ in terms of the level of 
protection it provides (Seppä 2020). Towards the end of the summer of 2020, this 
framing was increasingly common, as many texts highlighted that vaccine-induced 
immunity may be short-lasting and require boosters, or it may be partial, protecting 
some but not others, or protecting against serious illness but not infection (e.g., 
Kokkonen and Kosola 2020; Myllyniemi 2020). This changed the underlying tone 
of anticipation, as immunity emerged as temporally and spatially situated rather 
than all-encompassing. This imperfection of the vaccine candidates contributed to 
a sense of hesitation, as it appeared increasingly likely that none of the new 
vaccines were close to an optimal one. With this challenge to the idea of vaccine-
induced immunity as a gateway to a post-pandemic future, the safety of the 
presumably less-than-perfect future vaccine emerged as increasingly important. 

Enacting safety and efficacy 
Although hopes about COVID vaccines’ capability to provide full and long-lasting 
immunity were more hesitant at the end of the summer of 2020 than earlier in the 
year, vaccine development continued to embody optimism. The sense of hopeful 
anticipation was partly engendered by the abundance of technical detail that even 
tabloids provided. Several news stories published as early as mid-March 2020 
describe how the novel mRNA technology works within the body to produce an 
immune reaction (e.g., Juonala 2020a; Kantola 2020). There was also increasing 
coverage of alternative vaccine technologies. For example, the biggest Finnish 
tabloid published an infographic about COVID vaccine technologies that was 
included in several news articles throughout the summer of 2020 (e.g., Kauppinen 
2020a). 

Descriptions of vaccines as technologies tapped into a long history of cultural 
excitement around biotechnological innovation, engendering a sense of possibility 
(Adams, Murphy, and Clarke 2009). Reports that multiple vaccine technologies 
were being developed highlighted the prospect that biotechnology might shape our 
futures in ways that had seemed previously impossible. At the same time, 
biotechnological development is also an object of longstanding cultural anxiety, 
especially in the case of technologies that are perceived to permeate our bodies. 
Many of the news stories domesticated the novelty of COVID vaccine technologies 
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by emphasising that they did not include coronavirus, but instead tricked our 
bodies into producing antibodies to the viral spike protein—a framing used in the 
infographic mentioned above. This invoked expanding scales of possibility by 
envisioning ways in which vaccines could harness the inherent potentialities of 
bodies. 

Anxieties about new technologies going awry were also addressed through 
repeated descriptions of clinical trials. Throughout the spring and summer of 2020, 
news stories outlined what happens in Phase 1, 2 and 3 trials and where in this 
process each vaccine candidate was (e.g., Laine 2020; Kukko-Liedes 2020). 
Furthermore, a sense of trust was invoked through a juxtaposition of the vaccines 
considered by the EU and those developed outside the European framework of 
pharmaceutical governance. Particular attention was paid to Russian and Chinese 
vaccines. Initially reported on in a matter-of-fact manner (e.g., Paananen A. 2020), 
there was increasing talk about safety concerns especially in connection to the 
experimental use of a COVID vaccine in China and the use of the Sputnik vaccine 
in Russia before completing Phase 3 trials (Kauppinen 2020b; Nykänen 2020). For 
example, one news article reports that researchers are concerned about the 
authenticity of the clinical data from Russia and quotes an Italian professor: ‘“it 
looks as if the data has been photoshopped”’ (Nykänen 2020). These 
juxtapositions between what was implied to be reliable and unreliable safety 
measures, and too-much versus right-amount-of speed, strengthened the 
impression that vaccines eventually licensed by the EU should be trusted. In line 
with this, when the AstraZeneca trials were briefly halted in September 2020 while 
a case of a possible adverse effect was investigated, this temporary glitch was 
quickly portrayed as a sign that the EU safety control measures worked (Hanhinen 
2020; Laine 2020). The juxtaposition of the EU against China and Russia also 
established an idea of responsible mobilisation of possibility that knows its limits 
and irresponsible mobilisation that goes too far. 

The limits of biotechnological ambition and expansion were further addressed 
through a juxtaposition between vaccine projects led by international 
pharmaceutical companies and the possibility of developing a Finnish COVID 
vaccine. Throughout the spring and summer of 2020, Finnish news outlets 
reported especially on two Finnish vaccine projects: a collaboration between 
researchers from the University of Eastern Finland and University of Helsinki to 
develop an adenovirus vector vaccine administered as a nose spray, and the plans 
to develop a COVID vaccine that uses virus-like particles at Tampere University. 
The non-profit Finnish vaccine projects were repeatedly framed as different from 
the international vaccines. For example, one of the lead researchers is quoted 
saying that a Finnish vaccine would be developed ‘purely from the viewpoint of 
science’ (Tanner 2020). While the texts do not directly challenge the quality of the 
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international vaccines, they posit Finland as a technological leader capable of 
producing a top-quality product. One of the interviewed researchers suggests that 
‘instead of a speed race the idea is to make a vaccine that is as good as possible’ 
(Koskela 2020). At the same time, the Finnish vaccine projects were framed as 
national projects that, if successful, would guarantee the availability of vaccine 
amidst expected supply problems (Koskela 2020; Parviala 2020b). Interestingly, 
recent studies have shown how perceived hierarchies between domestic and 
international COVID vaccines were invoked also in other national contexts—
although in some cases highlighting the perceived superiority of the international 
vaccines rather than a domestic one (e.g., Azak and Wigen 2022). 

Towards the end of the summer of 2020 it had become increasingly clear that the 
state would not provide the large-scale funding required for carrying out the clinical 
trials of a Finnish vaccine. Nevertheless, the attention given to the plans for a 
Finnish vaccine made apparent that the products of the prospective market 
leaders, Moderna, Pfizer and AstraZeneca, were just some of the possible vaccine 
technologies. The discussion about Finnish vaccines thus undermined the 
assumption that whatever vaccine candidate finished the clinical trials first 
provided an ideal level of immunity. To put it slightly differently, the comparison 
between national and international models of vaccine development suggested that 
the rationale of mobilising possibility and ‘ratcheting up’ (Adams, Murphy, and 
Clarke 2009, 258) was unlikely to lead to an immunologically ideal vaccine. 

Reconfigurations of speed 
Speed plays a key role in anticipation, as it is understood to mark the distance 
between the present moment of preparing and the desired future outcome. A 
sense of speed made futurity palpable, as if we were about to fall from the 
‘threshold’ into a future (Bryant and Knight 2019). By November 2020, Pfizer and 
AstraZeneca had emerged as the most likely vaccine candidates to be used in 
Europe. Their clinical trials appeared to be progressing smoothly and EMA had 
begun review of safety and efficacy data to enable swift approval and vaccine roll-
out. Around this time, there was a distinct shift in the Finnish news coverage: 
vaccination strategies were compared, vaccine availability discussed, and the 
logistics of storing vaccines addressed in concrete terms. Concerns and hopes 
around the speed of vaccine development were shaped by suggestions of concrete 
steps toward a post-pandemic future. 

As the results from Phase 3 clinical trials were published through the autumn of 
2020, news stories reflected both growing optimism and yet ongoing concerns 
about the level of vaccine-induced immunity. Immunity as an object of anticipation 
had become increasingly blurry. For example, in October 2020, newspapers 
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reported widely on a text published in The Lancet that suggested that the novel 
vaccines may protect only against symptomatic illness and may not stop infections. 
As one text puts it, if the first vaccines are not able to produce herd immunity, ‘they 
will not bring the much-awaited time of freedom’ (Puttonen 2020a). These 
concerns were countered by a strengthening of hopes in November, as Pfizer and 
BioNTech announced that their vaccine would be over 90% effective. Yet, many 
news articles noted that it was not known whether a vaccinated person could still 
infect others (e.g., Niinistö and Kataja 2020; Puttonen 2020e). This resulted in 
balancing between hopes and concerns, as when one text noted that ‘the vaccine 
won’t immediately stop the epidemic, but it will make it less harmful for society’ 
(Puttonen 2020e). As immunity emerged as increasingly concrete, it also appeared 
as less achievable, its completion constantly postponed. 

The amount of technical detail in news articles increased with the approaching 
approval of the first COVID vaccines. There is considerable discussion of the 
compounds included in each vaccine, the mechanisms through which different 
vaccines induced an immune response, and how immunity works when the body 
is later exposed to Covid (e.g., Laakkonen 2021; Malminen 2020a). These 
descriptions gave a sense of safety to the technological novelty of mRNA vaccines. 
For example, one article quotes a vaccine scientist as saying that the new mRNA 
vaccines are actually ‘the simplest’ of all vaccines, that ‘we have RNA molecules 
inside cells anyway’, and that RNA molecules ‘disappear from the system quickly’ 
(Malminen 2020b). Another article emphasises that immunity-related adverse 
effects (such as various autoimmune conditions like narcolepsy) are unlikely 
because the vaccine generates an immune reaction only to the spike protein 
(Puttonen 2020d). Several texts also highlight that despite relying on RNA 
technologies, the mRNA vaccines could not affect a person’s DNA (e.g., Löytömäki 
2020). By locating the novelty of the mRNA vaccines in their perceived simplicity, 
such descriptions made mRNA technologies appear as a natural rather than 
experimental choice for a vaccine, one that has been waiting all along for 
discovery. 

As the first novel vaccines were under EMA review in November and December 
2020, attention in the news articles turned to the practical questions of logistics 
and vaccine availability (e.g., Harju 2020; Puttonen 2020c; Söderkultalahti 2020). 
A sense of relief that vaccinations were really happening came with new concerns. 
Questions were raised about how a failure to store the Pfizer vaccine at the 
required -70° Celsius would affect vaccine safety or vaccine-induced immunity. 
This contradicted the reassuring framing that posited mRNA vaccines as a natural 
development in vaccine research. At the same time, news stories included 
comments by Finnish public health officials that posit the challenges of cold 
storage as simply practical and thus solvable: ‘Vaccinations will be planned so that 
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we can meet these requirements’ (Koskinen 2020). This suggested that COVID 
vaccination practices should be seen as part of the continuum of established 
vaccination practices. 

The perceived speed of COVID vaccine development had become increasingly 
naturalised by the late autumn of 2020. This discursive shift is visible in the 
following example from the largest daily newspaper: ‘It is no wonder that people 
are concerned. It is easy to get the impression that the tests have been done too 
fast, and that therefore there are too many risks. It sounds like daring shortcuts 
have been taken in vaccine development. Thankfully not’ (Vasantola 2021). The 
text explains that the ‘reasons for the speed are elsewhere than in shortcuts’, as 
the RNA method ‘was studied in medicine already in the 1990s’ and ‘was used in 
stem cell research, which aimed to develop gene-based therapies for cancer and 
other serious diseases’ (Vasantola 2021). Potential concerns were also alleviated 
by attributing speed to the smooth management of the clinical trials and EMA’s 
efficient review of data (e.g., Malmberg 2020; Vasantola 2021). 

Yet concerns about speed continued to structure the news coverage. Some 
articles mentioned that data collected during the first months after the vaccine’s 
approval constitute Phase 4. As one article explains: ’Not all possible rare side 
effects are visible during Phase 3 human clinical trials. They are traced in Phase 
4 when the vaccine is used in large populations’ (Juonala 2020b). While reporting 
of rare adverse effects after licensing is a standard procedure, these mentions of 
‘Phase 4’ had the effect of associating the vaccination programme with the clinical 
trials. The contrast between this framing and the reassuring rhetoric (as seen 
above) that highlighted the completion of safety reviews underlines a central 
tension in anticipation of immunity: speed is perceived as both a potential threat 
and a promise of futurity. 

Concerns about speed were addressed in several texts by emphasising that non-
vulnerable middle-aged and young people would have to wait several months until 
prioritised groups had been vaccinated. As one text puts it: ‘When it’s healthy 44-
year-olds’ turn to get vaccinated, there will be information also about very rare 
adverse effects’ (Mutanen 2020). At the same time, another text voices the 
concerns of some health care workers that as the first vaccinated group they might 
inadvertently become test subjects (Grönholm 2020). Invocations of speed thus 
operated differently rhetorically depending on a person’s place in the vaccination 
order. The hopes and concerns around speed were also shaped by what was 
known about risks from infection: if the risks were perceived as relatively low at the 
time, as with some young healthcare workers, being among the first vaccinated 
groups appeared as charged with uncertainties (Grönholm 2020; Mutanen 2020). 
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What, then, were the imagined risks of vaccination at this point? The Pandemrix-
narcolepsy case continued to appear in news stories throughout the first months 
of the vaccination programme. While during COVID vaccine development 
Pandemrix had operated as a precedent that we needed to learn from, at the end 
of 2020 COVID vaccines were often contrasted with Pandemrix as technologies 
(Malmberg 2021). One vaccine researcher is quoted as saying: ‘“reappearance of 
narcolepsy cases is extremely unlikely because Pandemrix vaccine and the Covid 
vaccines currently furthest in their development are completely different”’ 
(Löytömäki 2020). This enactment of a material difference between COVID 
vaccines and past pandemic vaccines demonstrates how the sense of anticipation 
in news media discourses around a novel vaccine may evolve when an abstract 
prospective technology becomes concrete reality. 

Waiting for one’s turn 
While concerns about vaccine safety centred around the idea of being among the 
first to receive a novel vaccine, being first was also a hoped-for state, especially 
as problems with vaccine availability became increasingly evident in January 2021. 
At the end of November 2020, with the Pfizer vaccine under review, optimism 
abounded. For example, one news article describes COVID vaccines as a 
‘Christmas present to the world’: 

Vaccines are waiting in the company’s central storage facility in Germany in 
dry ice in -70 degree Celsius for the command to ship. Trucks will take the 
vaccines to the airport, from where the flight to Finland will be a few hours. The 
manufacturer has promised to deliver the vaccines directly to multiple 
destinations in Finland. They will be there within the same day (Hyytinen 
2020). 

Reflecting reports of anticipated increases in vaccine production, the text envisions 
a future in which the whole adult population of Finland could be vaccinated by the 
summer (Hyytinen 2020). There is a palpable sense of an endpoint that promises 
to push us into a future. 

Following news about delays in vaccine production in January and February, 
concern and disappointment about almost reaching the goal were evident in the 
news coverage (Saarikoski, Juhola, and Melkkilä 2021; Tyystjärvi 2021). Several 
articles highlighted an updated forecast that vaccinating the adult population in 
Finland might take until the end of 2021, a framing that shows how changes in 
simulations and computer modelling can shape the affective dynamics of 
anticipation, especially the interplay of hope and concern. The shift in news 
discourse also draws attention to the politics of waiting. That COVID vaccines 
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finally existed but were not available resulted in both collective and personal 
frustration. 

The collective frustration took the shape of vaccine nationalism, the aim of accruing 
vaccines for one’s nation. This made visible that the dynamics of anticipation take 
shape in relation to a specific location. News articles noted that ‘Finland has been 
one of the slowest vaccinators in Europe’ (Saarikoski, Juhola, and Melkkilä 2021). 
There were also comparisons between national policies responding to vaccine 
shortages, especially the UK’s decision to extend the time between the two 
required doses from a month to 12 weeks. Concerns about the virus potentially 
mutating because of these extensions were discussed on the news sites (e.g., 
Nykänen 2021). Whether Finland should follow this course, or make other 
adjustments, such as halving one of the doses, emerged as topics charged with 
both hope and fear (Kataja 2021). Not surprisingly, the eventual decision in Finland 
to extend the time between the doses was addressed through language of concern 
and dismay, evident in the following news commentary: ‘Finland follows Britain 
onto thin ice. Only time will tell if Finland will keep its feet dry, or if the vaccination 
strategy announced by the Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare on Wednesday 
will fall into freezing water’ (Seppä 2021a). That so little was known about vaccine-
induced immunity consolidated worries and a sense of frustration that after so 
much waiting immunity might slip away though a policy change: ‘What if the 
protection provided by the first shot will disappear within 84 days? It would be a 
national disaster if Finland ended up vaccinating tens of thousands, perhaps 
hundreds of thousands, of over-70-year-olds without them developing immunity 
against the coronavirus’ (Seppä 2021a). 

As to the individual level, many texts depicted the order of vaccinating different 
groups in Finland as a highly emotionally charged topic. This made visible a 
tension between optimisation of individual immunity and optimisation of collective, 
nationally framed immunity. The use of different vaccines for different groups 
emerged as a particularly sensitive topic with its roots in several months of 
comparisons of vaccine candidates in the media described above. Since the 
Moderna vaccine could be stored at regular freezer temperatures, it was used 
outside urban centres. When the Moderna supplies turned out to be low, news 
stories reported on anger and disappointment over how people in different regions 
were treated. For example, in one article, a manager of an affected healthcare 
district addresses the concerned feedback they had received: ‘“I understand well 
the worry about whether we will fall behind in vaccine coverage or vaccine 
availability’” (Karppi 2021). 

The most intense debate centred on the assignment of AstraZeneca and Pfizer 
vaccines to specific age groups, with over-70-year-olds receiving a Pfizer vaccine 
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and under-70-year-olds an AstraZeneca vaccine in the first couple of months of 
vaccine rollout.1 Clinical trial results had suggested that the Pfizer vaccine 
produced a higher level of immunity, which had rendered Pfizer an ‘elite’ vaccine 
in public discussion (Puttonen 2021; Seppä 2021b; Terävä 2021). Many of the 
texts included accounts of people’s disappointment about being assigned an 
AstraZeneca vaccine as well as interview quotes from health officials and scientists 
seeking to assure that there was no significant difference in immunity. For 
example, one vaccine researcher notes: ‘“In my view, it is much more important 
whether and when you get a vaccine than which vaccine you get”’ (Terävä 2021). 
This juxtaposition of speed and level of protection suggested that compromise was 
necessary for effective pandemic strategies. Yet the repetition of reassuring 
comments from health officials indicates that the news sites assumed—or wanted 
to suggest—that considerable societal unease about prioritising some groups’ 
immunity over others’ persisted. Such descriptions highlighted a tension between 
individual and communal immunity as objects of anticipation. 

Conclusion 
The article has traced anticipation of vaccine-induced immunity and vaccine safety 
concerns in the Finnish news media as the first COVID vaccines were developed, 
tested and distributed. Drawing on social science literature on anticipation, I have 
shown how vaccine-induced immunity operates as a goal that structures visions of 
the future yet remains an evasive object that cannot be pinned down. My analysis 
contributes to the existing literature on anticipation and immunity by tracing how 
the sense of anticipation around vaccine development is structured by an evolving 
interplay of ideas of vaccine-induced immunity and vaccine safety. The analysis 
shows that during intense development of multiple novel vaccine technologies 
amidst a public health emergency, even relatively small shifts in what is known 
about or expected of vaccine-induced immunity and vaccine safety may 
considerably change the dynamics of anticipation. The analysis also demonstrates 
that discursive mobilisations of affects such as hope, doubt, excitement or 
disappointment play a key role in enhancing the impact of such small shifts in 
knowledge on anticipation. 

Through the analysis of the Finnish news materials, several reconfigurations of 
anticipation appear. First, there is movement between anticipation of an abstract 
technology and anticipation of concrete biotechnological practices, as vaccines are 
seen increasingly as a possibility yet face moments of uncertainty during clinical 
trials and production. Anticipation as an abstract orientation invokes hopes as well 
as a sense of disbelief that a vaccine developed with such speed could be effective 

 
1  This policy changed after mid-March following reports about rare cases of a form of thrombosis among younger and 

middle-aged age groups vaccinated with the AstraZeneca vaccine. 
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and safe. By contrast, anticipation as an orientation towards a concrete biomedical 
practice—the embodied act of immunisation with a specific vaccine—evokes a 
different host of hopes and concerns. These range from fear of vaccine injury to 
frustration with the perceived slow pace of vaccination or regional differences in 
who is vaccinated—and with which vaccine. In these moves between abstract and 
concrete, anticipation encompasses locally situated politics of waiting for one’s turn 
as well as a sense that the object of anticipation—immunity—is dissolving the 
closer we get. 

A second reconfiguration of anticipation is the framing of COVID vaccines as part 
of different reconstructed historical trajectories of biomedicine. If framed within a 
history of perceived biomedical successes, such as the use of mRNA techniques 
in cancer medicine, COVID vaccine projects appear as imbued with hopes of 
further success. Representing COVID vaccines as part of a history of vaccine 
safety concerns, in turn, engenders a sense of uncertainty. The analysis shows 
that a particularly significant case in the Finnish context is the 2009 Pandemrix 
vaccine, which is referenced consistently in the news stories. There is, however, a 
noticeable shift from October 2020 onwards as texts increasingly emphasise that 
COVID vaccine technologies are distinct from vaccine technologies used in 2009. 
In fact, many texts bring together the histories of vaccine injuries and cancer 
biomedicine at this point, suggesting that the history of cancer biomedicine is the 
more important one. 

A third reconfiguration of anticipation centres on the abundance of technical detail 
in the news coverage. I have argued that this repetition renders novel technologies 
familiar. Many of the texts painstakingly explain what each type of novel vaccine 
contains, how it generates an immune reaction and how it differs from traditional 
vaccines. However, descriptions of technical detail often take the form of 
comparison between vaccine candidates, a situation rarely seen previously in 
public discourses of vaccines. Comparisons of vaccine technologies lead to 
valuations in terms of the level of immunity each vaccine could achieve, while also 
suggesting that the mobilisation of possibility (Adams, Murphy, and Clarke 2009) 
rarely results in an ideal vaccine. Furthermore, that the vaccine eventually 
perceived as the ‘better’ vaccine was not offered to everyone made visible tensions 
between optimisation of immunity as a personal goal and optimisation of immunity 
as a collective project, highlighting that immunity is a political issue through which 
differences are enacted between people and populations. At the same time, the 
moves between personal and collective scales of immunity in the news discourse 
changed considerably what kind of futures emerged as objects of anticipation. 

It is likely that results from other national contexts would look different, considering 
the Finnish public awareness of the 2009 Pandemrix case as well as the generally 
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high trust in vaccination programmes in Finland. Likewise, an analysis of anti-
vaccine websites would have engendered different results. However, focusing on 
Finnish news media has provided a viewpoint into how new vaccine technologies, 
including questions of vaccine-induced immunity and vaccine safety, emerge as 
objects of anticipation in a discursive environment that has been historically 
relatively vaccine-friendly. Finally, the analysis contributes to the understanding of 
anticipation of immunity as evolving over time. Tracing the interplay of immunity 
and vaccine safety over the course of a year has made it possible to track both 
gradual and abrupt shifts in anticipation of immunity in order to understand how 
hopes and concerns accumulate and resolve as vaccine candidates move from 
clinical trials to licensing and production. It reveals that even small shifts in how 
vaccine candidates are discussed may reshape and redirect affects such as hope, 
doubt, disappointment and relief around novel vaccines in anticipatory news 
discourse. 
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